We investigate an influence of an external magnetic field on chiral symmetry breaking in a four-fermion interaction model at finite temperature and chemical potential. By using the Fock-Schwinger proper-time method, we calculate the effective potential for the fourfermion interaction model at the leading order of the 1/N c expansion. A phase structure of the chiral symmetry breaking is shown on T -µ, H-T and µ-H planes. The external magnetic field modifies the phase structure. It is found that a new phase appears for a large chemical
Introduction
The strong interactions between quarks and gluons are described by QCD. In resent years much interest has been paid to the phase structure of the QCD vacuum. A chiral SU(N) symmetry for quark flavors is broken down by the QCD dynamics. It is expected that the chiral symmetry is restored at high temperature and/or high density. A phase transition takes place from a hadronic matter to the quark-gluon plasma or color super-conducting phase in hot and dense objects. Such hot and dense objects are found in some cosmological objects. A phase transition of the QCD vacuum affects to the evolution of the cosmological objects.
A situation with a high temperature and density is realized at the beginning of our universe. There is a possibility that the early universe contains a large primordial magnetic field. Another dense state at low temperature is found in the core of a neutron star. Some of neutron stars are called pulser which are dressed by a strong magnetic field and emit a high energy radiation. It was reported the existence of a magnetor which is a star with much stronger magnetic field. Therefore it is very important to investigate the thermal and magnetic effects on the QCD vacuum. To consider the dense state we introduce a chemical potential. The phase structure of the theory is studied in an external magnetic field H at finite temperature T and chemical potential µ.
At a short distance QCD has been tested in a lot of experiments by perturbative calculations. It is well established theory. However, there is no established way to treat a non-perturbative phenomena in QCD. Since a long-range correlation has an essential role to the phase transition, the QCD vacuum is determined non-perturbatively. There are many methods to deal with a non-perturbative aspect of QCD. In the present paper we consider a four-fermion interaction model as an low-energy effective theory of QCD. [1] It is known that the model has a similar feature to the nonperturbative QCD at a low energy scale. In the model a chiral symmetry is dynamically broken down through a fermion and anti-fermion condensation for a sufficiently strong four-fermion coupling.
According to the Matsubara formalism of the finite temperature field theory, a thermal effect on the chiral symmetry breaking was investigated in the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio (NJL) model. [2] For a high temperature and/or a large chemical potential the vacuum expectation value of a composite state of a fermion and an anti-fermion, ψ ψ , disappears and the broken chiral symmetry is restored. A tricritical point between the first and the second order phase transition was observed in the critical curve on T -µ plane for H = 0. [3, 4, 5] The procedure dealing with the external strong magnetic field was developed by Schwinger in 1951. [6] The technique is called Fock-Schwinger proper-time method. In Refs. [7, 8] the proper-time method was applied to a four-fermion interaction model to study the influence of a magnetic field on the phase structure. It is shown that an external magnetic field has an effect to practically reduce the spacetime dimensions and enhance the chiral symmetry. Thus the vacuum expectation value, ψ ψ , slightly increases in a magnetic field. The method is extended to variety of situations with some external fields. [9, 10, 11, 12] Here we apply the Fock-Schwinger proper-time method to the NJL model at finite temperature and chemical potential. By using an explicit expression of a fermion propagator in an external magnetic field at finite T and µ [13] , we calculate the effective potential in the leading order of the 1/N c -expansion. We use the observed quantities f π and m π fixing the parameters in the model. The vacuum state is determined by observing the minimum of the effective potential. Evaluating it numerically, we show the phase structure of the theory on T -µ, H-T and µ-H planes and discuss a combined effects of the magnetic field, temperature and chemical potential. Finally we give some concluding remarks.
Effective potential with involving T , µ and H
In this section we briefly review the fermion propagator at finite T and µ with an external magnetic field and calculate the effective potential for a four-fermion interaction model in the leading order of 1/N c expansion. There are some works [3, 17, 18, 14] , in which the original Fock-Schwinger proper time method was applied to the finite temperature and/or chemical potential situations. [6, 15] It was pointed out that a naive Wick rotation is not always valid for a proper time integral. In order to investigate physical situations, we carefully choose the proper time contour as is shown in Ref. [13] . We apply this result to calculate the effective potential of the four-fermion interaction model.
Here we consider the NJL model which is well known as one of the low energy effective theories of QCD. The Lagrangian of the NJL model is defined by
where N c is the number of colors, the indices i, j denote the fermion flavors, Q i is the electric charge of the quark fields, Q u = 2/3, Q d = −1/3 and G is the effective coupling constant. We consider two flavors of quark fields. The quark fields ψ belong to the fundamental representation of the color SU(N) group and a flavor isodoublet. τ represents the isospin Pauli matrices. This Lagrangian is invariant under a global flavor transformation and a chiral transformation. In the following calculations we omit the flavor index for simplicity. Of course all our results completely contain the contribution from the two flavors. To find a vacuum state we evaluate the effective potential for ψ ψ . It is more convenient to use the auxiliary field method to calculate the effective potential. Introducing the auxiliary fields σ and π, the Lagrangian (1) reads
From the equations of motion we obtain correspondences σ ∼ −(G/N c )ψψ and π ∼ −(G/N c )ψiγ 5 τ ψ.
Following the standard procedure of the imaginary time formalism [16] , we introduce the temperature and the chemical potential and calculate the effective potential. [5] Because of the flavor symmetry we can select the vacuum state from the degenerate ground states. Since the physical vacuum must be an isospin singlet, we wet π = 0. In the leading order of 1/N c expansion the effective potential V eff (σ, π = 0) is give by
where we assume µ = µ u = µ d and Tr denotes the trace about spacetime coordinates and spinor indices. The factor βV in the denominator comes from the 4-dimensional volume,
where β = 1/(k B T ) with k B the Boltzmann constant and set k B = 1. The effective potential (3) is normalized to satisfy V eff (σ = 0) = 0. The second term of the right-hand side of Eq. (3) is rewritten as
where S(x, y; m) is the fermion Green function which is a solution of the Dirac equation
where
. To solve the Dirac equation (6) we introduce a bispinor function G(x, y; m),
Substituting Eq. (7) into Eq.(6), we get
where F ij is three dimensional field strength and σ ij is a half of the commutator of the gamma matrix,
Performing the Fourier series expansion
where we consider the constant magnetic field along the x 3 -direction, F 12 = −F 21 = H, for simplicity. As is known, the solution of Eq.(10) is obtained by the Fock-Schwinger proper time method. [6, 15] In Ref. [14] it is pointed out that the original Fock-Schwinger method must be modified in the case of T = 0 and µ = 0. At finite T and µ G n ( x, y; m) is determined by the proper time evolution operator U n (τ ) as
where U n (τ ) is defined by
Substituting Eqs. (9) and (11) into Eq. (7), we get the fermion Green function S(x, y; m). It should be noted that there is an ambiguity problem to select a proper time contour for µ T . [17] We must carefully take the physical contour. Performing the integration about m in Eq.(5) we obtain the explicit form of the effective potential
where (c.c) denotes the complex conjugate of the second term. At the limit µ → 0 the effective potential (13) reproduce the previous result obtained in Ref. [18] . On the other limit T → 0, Eq.(13) agrees with the former works in Refs. [4, 19] . The integrand in Eq.(13) has many poles which come from |τ | −3/2 and cot (QHτ ) on the real axis. The contour is determined by the boundary condition to solve the Green function. The physical contour is obtained in Ref. [6] for T = µ = 0. Our result must coincide with the one given by this physical contour at the limit T → 0 and µ → 0. Thus, we find that the contour for the proper-time integral in the second term in Eq.(13) should be C 1 in Fig.1 . To see the contribution from the poles we rewrite Eq.(13) in the form
We take the contour C 2 for the proper-time integral in I * (σ). After the Wick rotation on the complex τ -plane the form of I(σ) is classified into two cases.
In this case the integrand in Eq.(15) disappears for τ → −i∞. Hence the expression (15) can be continued to imaginary τ without encountering any poles.
f (σ; n; τ ) = QH τ 3/2 coth(QHτ ) cos(2ω n µτ )e −τ (ωn 2 −µ 2 +σ 2 ) . (15) is exponentially suppressed at τ → −i∞ for n > [N] and at τ → +i∞ for n < [N] where N(σ) = (β µ 2 − σ 2 /π − 1)/2 and [N] is the Gauss notation. Thus we must add the residue of the poles for n < [N]. Thus we have
g(σ; n; τ ) = QH τ 3/2 coth(QHτ ) sin(2ω n µτ )e τ (ωn 2 −µ 2 +σ 2 ) ,
By choosing the contour of the proper time integration carefully, we find the explicit expression for the effective potential with Eqs.(18)-(21) without any ambiguity even µ T . This result is consistent with the previous works at the limit H → 0 and 1/Λ 2 → 0. For example, the effective potential (14) exactly reproduces the result in Ref. [5] at finite T and µ. 1 3 Physical scale of G and Λ Parameters in our model are the coupling constant G and the proper time cut-off Λ. We fix such parameters to a physical mass scale which is taken to reproduce the observed values of the pion decay constant f π and the pion mass m π at T = µ = H = 0. Here it is assumed that T , µ and H dependence of these parameters G and Λ is not so large. We determine the values of G and Λ at T = µ = H = 0 and use them at finite T , µ and H.
First we look for a relation of the proper time cut-off and the pion decay constant. The two-point function for a pion composite field is given by (22) where S( x, y; k 0 ) is a quark Green function which is defined by
In this equation σ is determined by observing a stationary point of the effective potential which is a function of G and Λ. By using the proper time method S( x, y; k 0 ) is written as
where τ is the proper time. Substituting Eq.(24) into Eq. (22) and performing the integration about k, x and x ′ , we obtain
dτ ds e −iσ 2 (τ +s) e ip 2 τ s/(τ +s) The renormalization constant for the pion wave function is defined by Γ (2) π (p 2 ) = Z −1 π p 2 + O(p 4 ). After the Wick rotation in Eq.(25) the renormalization constant Z π is derived to be
To obtain the relationship between f π and Z π we evaluate the order parameter of the chiral symmetry breaking, [iQ a 5 , π b ], where Q a 5 is the conserved axial charge and π a is the asymptotic pion field. By using the conserved axial current j a µ (x) we rewrite it,
The pion decay constant f π is defined by 
On the other hand, j a µ (x) and π a (x) are described by the quark field ψ(x),
Inserting Eq.(30) into the second line in Eq.(27) we get
Comparing (29) with (31), we obtain the relationship f π = −2Z −1/2 π σ. From Eq.(26) and this relationship the pion decay constant is expressed as a function of σ and Λ,
where Ei(−x) is the exponential-integral function.
As is known, pion is a massless Goldstone mode without accounting for an explicit breaking of the chiral symmetry. In QCD a small quark mass breaks the chiral symmetry. Therefore the pion field acquires a non-vanishing mass. The pion mass is obtained by the current algebra,
wherem is the current quark mass, 2 m = m u + m d . It is known as the Goldberger-Treiman relation. [20] From the measured value, f π = 93MeV, m π = 138MeV and Eqs.(32), (33) we obtain the matching condition for the coupling constant G and the proper time cut-off Λ with the physical scale. These parameters are extracted as a function ofm. Here we consider the following two cases which satisfies these matching condition.
It should be noted that the phase structure on a T -µ plane dramatically changed between two cases. Evaluating the effective potential, we draw the critical line on T -µ plane in the cases, i) and ii). In Sec.4 we give a detail of the analysis. As is shown in Fig.2 , only the second order phase transition takes place in the case i), while the first and the second order phase transition coexist in the case ii) and the tricritical point appears on the critical line. It agrees with the well-known result obtained in the other regularization procedure. In the following section we take the mass scale in the case ii).
Phase structure
In this section we show the phase structure of the NJL model at finite T , µ and H. For this purpose we numerically calculate the effective potential (14) with G = 33.8GeV −2 and Λ = 0.915GeV as a function of the composite field σ.
The behavior of the effective potential is shown in Fig.3 . As is seen in the figure, we observe that: (a) There is a second order phase transition as µ is increased with T kept high and H kept small. (b) There is a first order phase transition as µ is increased with H kept large and fixed. (c) There is two steps of transitions as µ is increased with T and H kept small. 2 A first order transition takes place from the third non-vanishing extremum to the first extremum. Next a second order phase transition occurs where the first non-vanishing extremum disappears.
The vacuum state is determined by observing the minimum of the effective potential. The necessary condition of the minimum is given by the gap 
where σ is the vacuum expectation value of σ which corresponds to the dynamically generated fermion mass. If more than one solution exist for the gap equation (34), we numerically calculate the effective potential for each solutions and find the true vacuum expectation value σ which gives the minimum of the effective potential. In Fig.4 we plot the dynamical fermion mass σ . The dynamical fermion mass disappears above a certain critical chemical potential. We clearly observe that the dynamical fermion mass continuously increases as H increases for a small chemical potential. The magnetic field enhances the chiral symmetry breaking. This phenomena is known as Magnetic Catalysis [7, 8] . For a large µ the behavior of the dynamical fermion mass has a different nature in comparison with the magnetic catalysis. Near the critical chemical potential a variety of phenomena is observed. For H = 0.10GeV 2 we see an oscillation of the critical line. It is called the de Haas-van Alphen effect [12, 22] which is caused when the Landau levels pass the quark Fermi surface. If H is large enough, the critical chemical potential increases as H increases and the mass gap exists at the critical µ. However we see a complex behavior of the critical chemical potential for a sufficiently small H. We clearly observe the two steps of the transition at H = 0.20GeV 2 .
To see the situation more precisely we numerically calculate the critical value of T , µ and H where the dynamically generated fermion mass disappears. For the second order phase transition the critical point is obtained by a limit of the gap equation
For the first order phase transition we directly observe the behavior of the effective potential and find the critical point. Therefore we draw the phase boundary in Fig.5 . On the T -µ plane it is clearly observed that the broken phase spreads out as H increased for a small chemical potential. The first order phase transition disappears near H = 0.20GeV 2 .
We illustrate details of the phase boundary at large chemical potential on the H-T and µ-H plane. The first and second order phase transition coexist on the plane. As is seen in Fig.5(b) the broken phase is separated into two parts for µ 0.29GeV. A distortion of the critical line at µ = 0.35GeV is caused by the de Haas-van Alphen effect. Such a effect is observed as an oscillating mode at T = 0.01 and 0.03GeV on the µ-H plane in Fig.5(c) . In the parameter range of the second order phase transition which is described by the dashed line in Fig.5(c) the chiral symmetry breaking suppressed as H increases, while it is enhanced in the range of the first order phase transition.
Summary
We investigated the phase structure of the NJL model at finite temperature and chemical potential in an external magnetic field. The Fock-Schwinger proper-time method is applied to a thermal field theory in Ref. [13] . By using the two-point function obtained in Ref. [13] , we calculated the effective potential which is exactly involving the effects of temperature, chemical potential and constant magnetic field in the leading order of the 1/N c expansion. We showed the physical contour of the proper-time integral. There is no ambiguity for the contour of the proper-time integration for µ T in the expression of the effective potential.
We used the current algebra relationship with the current quark mass to determine the mass scale of the model. A place of the tricritical point strongly depends on the mass scale and the regularization procedure. In the proper time method there is no tricritical point on the T -µ plane at H = 0 for the parameters determined at m = 5.5MeV. Here we use the parameters determined at m = 6.0MeV where the tricritical point appears on the T -µ plane.
Through the study of the shape of the effective potential we observed the phase transition from the broken phase to the symmetric phase when the temperature T , chemical potential µ and magnetic field H vary. The temperature and chemical potential act against the chiral symmetry breaking, while the magnetic field enhance the symmetry breaking. Therefore complex behaviors of the phase boundary was emerged from the combined effects of T , µ and H, as is shown in Fig.3 . We found the two steps of the transition from the broken phase to the symmetric phase for a medium size of the magnetic field, H ∼ 0.2GeV 2 . It was found that a separation of the broken phase into two parts on the H − T plane. Therefore two tricritical points appeared in the critical line for µ ∼ 0.28GeV. More than two tricritical points were observed in the critical line at T ∼ 0.01GeV on the µ − T plane. In the phase diagram we saw the contributions from the magnetic filed which are know as the magnetic catalysis and the de Haas-van Alphen effect.
In the present paper we regards a simple four-fermion interaction model as a low effective theory which may have some fundamental properties of the chiral symmetry breaking in QCD. Although the present work is restricted to the analysis of the phase structure of the four-fermion interaction model, we are interested in applying our result to the critical phenomena in the real world. The strength of the magnetic field which can affect the phase structure is too strong compared with the one in the core of the neuron star and the magnetor. However, a oscillating mode was observed even for a small magnetic field and may have some interesting contribution to the physics of such stars. Furthermore we expected that the magnetic field may be significantly stronger in the early stage of our universe with primordial magnetic field and contribute to the critical phenomena in the early universe.
To investigate the phenomena in dense stars we can not avoid considering the vortex configurations which generate a non-local ground state in the super-fluidity phase. It is necessary to calculate the effective action at finite µ and H. We will continue our work further and extend our analysis to a non-local ground state. 
